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 The demand of contiguous memory allocation has been expanded in day-to-

day life in all the devices. It is achieved in existing systems by using various 

reservation techniques. There are various other methods to achieve the goal 

of contiguous memory allocation in linux kernel such as, input output 
memory management units (IOMMU’s), scatter/gather direct memory access 

(DMA) and reserved static memory at boot time. But these solutions have its 

own drawbacks such as, IOMMU requires hardware. However, the 

configuration of additional hardware's increases the cost. The power 
consumption of the system and the reserved static memory in the system 

goes waste when not in used for specific purpose. It is very difficult to 

access contiguous memory in low-end devices that are unable to provide real 

contiguous memory. There is one existing method called contiguous 
memory allocator (CMA), which provides dynamic contiguous memory. It 

overcomes most of the problems but CMA itself has some drawbacks, which 

do not provide the guarantee of failure in future of contiguous memory. The 

motivation behind this study is to review existing contiguous memory 
allocation (CMA) method by identifying and removing its drawbacks. 
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1. INTRODUCTION 

Nowadays, the requirement for physical contiguous memory allocation is extremely demanded. 

Particularly in low-end 32-bit devices as the currently available solutions are not sufficient. The frequently 

used method is reservation technique. Even though it serves memory allocation in good manner, yet it can 

seriously downgrade the memory usage or wastage of reserved memory. Although, there are some hardware 

solutions such as scatter/gather direct memory access (DMA) and input output memory management unit 

(IOMMU) for resolving this issue. However, the cost of this additional hardware is much more for the low-

end 32-bit devices. contiguous memory allocator (CMA) is a linux software product that targets to resolve 

memory allocation as well as efficient memory utilization issues. There are different devices on embedded 

frameworks, that have no scatter/gather DMA or IOMMU facility and contiguous memory blocks for 

allocation [1], [2]. They incorporate devices like cameras and hardware video decoders-encoders. However, 

such devices regularly requires large memory that makes systems inadfigequate. Some embedded devices 

force extra necessities on the buffers. For example, they can just operate on buffers allocated in specific 

memory bank (if one or more memory bank available in the system) or buffers allocated to a specific 

memory limit. The enormous growth has been observed in the development of embedded devices recently 

https://creativecommons.org/licenses/by-sa/4.0/
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(particularly in the V4L region) and there were various type of drivers exists which incorporate their own 

memory allocation code. A large portion of them use bootmem-based strategies [3], [4]. 

CMA structure is an dynamic reserved memory that binds contiguous memory allocation systems. It 

gives a straightforward application-programming interface (API) to device drivers together, while remaining 

as adjustable and modular. The contiguous allocation makes this possible without harming genuine CMA. 

The CMA has emphasis on memory proficiency. It reserves large memory region during the boot time which 

utilises for contiguous allocation [5], [6]. If the contiguous memory do not fully utilizes the reserved memory 

then it is available for 2nd-class clients like other processes which do not require contiguous memory, else 

that memory will go waste. The pages allocated to the 2nd-class clients were required for contiguous memory 

allocation. It disposes the pages when required for CMA process and utilizes them for contiguous memory 

allocation [7]–[9]. The detailed block diagram structure of CMA is shown in the Figure 1 [10], [11]. 

 

 

 
 

Figure 1. Block diagram of CMA 

 

 

In CMA, required memory can be reserverd. It will be reserved at boot time by kernel commandline 

or by device tree. In linux, these pages are marked as movable, unmovable, or locked etc. from the resereved 

CMA memory. The movable pages are _2nd-class client_ that can be used by non-CMA process. The 

movable pages can be moved or disposed- off if the contiguous allocation requires for them [3], [5]. As 

mentioned in Figure 1, the CMA works with specific CMA memory, which will be useful for multimedia and 

non-multimedia operations or any purpose. The CMA reserves the memory at boot time. Despite the fact that 

it is utilized to take care of the memory assignment, issue dynamically. CMA benefits through DMA 

planning structure. Toward the start, the idea of CMA region was global memory that is available for all-

purpose. At the reserved time, CMA has its own starting address and end address where all the pages are 

distributed either in movable or unmovable pages. Everyone can use the memory inside this CMA start and 

end addresss. Other processes can use only movable pages.  

To allocate CMA memory using DMA, an API can be used to provide contiguous memory 

attitributes. When CMA memory is requested through DMA API, it will allocate from CMA memory region. 

The movable pages can be moved with mapping of physical memory to virtual memory [12], [13]. Therefore, 

it can be used by requested process. In Linux, all the processes work on virtual memory. The existing 

reservation-based technique and CMA based technique may be compared as shown in Figure 1. The CMA 

size is defined at boot time. The system used the memory for swap, mmpaed files and movable memory 

pages when CMA does not use this memory area process a shown in Figure 1. When this memory area 

required by CMA process, it can be reclaim the movable pages and get the memory area which is required for 

CMA process [14]–[16]. 

The CMA is required for I/O devices that can just work with contiguous physical memory. On 

systems with an I/O IOMMU, this would not be an issue on the grounds that IOMMU can map to non-

contiguous memory locations to contiguous locations of physical memory [17], [18]. Additionally, a few 

gadgets can do scatter/gather DMA Preferably. All I/O gadgets ought to be intended to one or the other work 

behind an IOMMU or ought to be fit for scatter/gather DMA [19]–[21]. Sadly, this isn't the situation and 

there are gadgets that require physically contiguous buffers. There are two different ways for a device driver 

to dispense a contiguous buffer [6], [22]–[24]. The device driver can allocate a chunk of physical memory at 

boot-time. This is reliable because most of the physical memory would be available at boot-time. However, if 

the I/O device is not used, then the allocated physical memory is just wasted [25]–[28]. A chunk of physical 

memory can be allocated on demand, but it may be difficult to find a contiguous free range of the required 
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size. The advantage, though, is that memory is only allocated when needed [6], [29]. CMA solves this exact 

problem by providing the advantages of both approaches with none of their downsides. The basic idea is to 

make it possible to migrate allocated physical pages to create enough space for a contiguous buffer. More 

information on how CMA works can be found here [22], [30]–[32].  

The Figure 2 explains the workflow of existing CMA in linux kernel and the way it works to 

migrate and reclaim the pages: i) When application requested memory from reserverd CMA area, reservation 

of CMA memory can be done through mentioning size of memory to be reserved at compile time; ii) Request 

of reservation comes to CMA than it starts choosing range of pages to allocate from cma reserverd area, if 

CMA driver found range requested from application to allcoate memory. Then it Isolate the pageblock from 

that range so that no one can used tha area at same time., if range of pages is not found allocation is failed for 

requested memory; iii) Once CMA driver isolate the pageblock. It then start looking for non free pages and 

try to migrate the non free pages or pages used by another non cma process; iv) If CMA succeed to migrate 

the pages from selected pageblock it will undo the isolation of pageblock and go for finding another range of 

pages until requested memory can be allocated; and v) if from isolation block there no pages were used by 

other processes then mark pages in that range as free and undo the isolation of pageblocks will succeed the 

allocation of requested memory. 

 

 

 
 

Figure 2. Workflow of CMA 

 

 

2. LITERATURE REVIEW 

Park et al. [1] introduced a guaranteed contiguous memory allocator (GCMA) that assures low 

latency, perfect allocation & efficient memory area. The GCMA uses memory reservation technique which 

increases efficient memory utilization by sharing memory region with immediately discardable data [1].  

Park et al. [1]. have introduced alternative approach for CMA and called it as Guaranteed CMA (GCMA). 

But it degrades the system performance and uses transcendent memory as it does not utilize memory 

effectively. The authors had studied over existing solutions i.e., the MMU like hardware scatter/gather DMA 

or IOMMU. In their work, authors stated that hardware solutions are too much costly for low-end devices. As 

a result, it imposes function overhead and it can’t achieve real contiguous memory. The research also states 

that the buddy allocators are restricted ones [1], [29]. 

Corbet et al. [5] Have introduced five level page tables which are originated from four level page 

tables. It does not support on all platforms and increase only linear addresses size [29]. The study states that 

the results are having emphasis on translation look-a-side buffer (TLB) and the huge pages which require 

fewer lookups can easily work. The data stored when a virtual memory address maps itself to the physical 

address in a page table. The virtual addresses are indexed via indexed pages and the page frame numbers are 

yielded for linked physical page. The array used for this purpose mostly unusual and wasteful [3]. The 32-bit 

systems are mostly don’t use all the available virtual address [7]. 

Corbet et al. [6] have introduced efficiency in huge page management system and coordinated while 

improving decency and execution, the Ingens decreases tail-latency and bloat. But it has a drawback that 

huge pages will reserve the memory for special purpose only [31]. The first class resources are being 

maintained contiguity, tracks utilization and access memory frequency for huge pages. Ingens improves huge 

page allocation by eliminating plague in the current systems [10]. 
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Stultz [18] described the Android ION subsystem which is considered for allotting and sharing 

buffers between Hardware gadgets & user spaces to empower zero copy memory sharing amongst the 

different devices. The approach allows centralize allocation of different "types" of memories or "heaps" [1]. 

The ION plays a vital role through central buffer allocator & manager who handles cache maintenance for 

DMA [1]. But it allocates and shares data between devices using existing CMA for user space allocations 

[14]. Jeong et al. [18] have introduced rental memory allocation by reusing device reserved memory [31]. 

proposed approach states that the rental memory returning time cannot be less than simple rental memory 

management. This prototype shows minimum return time in synthetic’s and android’s based workload [31]. 

Also it gives analytical improvement in the performance as compared with existing simple management 

policy [31]. The research gap in the system is the device memory needs to reserve, so that it can be 

reused/rented for other purpose [16]. 

Basu et al. [21] have introduced efficiency in virtual memory for big server with segmentation 

approach. The authors propose an approach to eliminate the inefficiency of the memory caused due to 

memory reservation. When device is in an idle state, the reserved memory space of the device can be used for 

different purposes. This approach needs minimal reallocating associated memory space. It only reduces the 

TLB misses [17]. 

Magenheimer [21] has introduced compression-based technique in Linux which compresses and 

decompress pages into RAM and does not support page cache pages. The kernel compression should have a 

byte sequences in memory, compresses it and afterwards keeps the compressed version in the RAM until data 

needed in future again. We can’t read or write any one byte in compressed form. When we need data from 

compressed one then we can decompress the data to find individual byte to directly access it again [18]. 

Nazarewicz [22] has introduced CMA in Linux systems. This approach reserves memory by using 

mem parameter and mem block/bootmem and booting time of system. It assigns buffer space to device when 

needed. The memory might be wasted in idle state. The approach provides an API for allocating reserved 

pool. This method migrates pages for allocation [19]. 

Zeng [24] introduced ION memory manager for android. This approach suggests the specific 

hardware needs or to combat fragmentation, the ION managing more than one memory pools which are set 

aside a boot time. Some of the hardware blocks have special memory requirements like GPU, display 

controller and camera. IONS heaps are the representation of ION memory pool. Android devices are 

configured with various sets of ION heaps as per the device’s memory requirement. But the underlying Linux 

kernel implementation is same [20]. 

Jeong [18] initiated memory reservation based on device. The authors have stated the on-demand 

reservations method i.e., eCache. The eCache method takes very less time for user latency due to reservation 

time. It also maximizes the efficiency system memory [4]. It also reduces read I/O operation and increase the 

launch performance of the application. With this approach, memory efficiency of the system maximizes due 

to nature of eviction-based memory allocation. But the memory reservation technique was Static memory 

allocation [21]. 

Ferdman et al. [23] have made study on data centers and workloads require efficient power and 

space. In the research, the authors have analyzed micro architectural behavior of the huge type of scale out 

workload for the performance counter. This approach identifies and analyze the important sources of power 

inefficiencies in a insstruction fetch, core micro architectural memory system organization [3]. This analysis 

gives efficiently working scale-out workloads which required for optimizing an instruction fetching path for 

multi megabyte instructions working sets & reducing the core aggressiveness’s and end level cache capacity 

to clear up an memory area [3]. But in this study, there is no solution for physical contiguous memory 

allocation failure issue in workloads [3], [7]. 

Magenheimer [21] has defined the motivation behind transcendent memory (tmem) is gives the 

kernel with the capacity to use memory. This research shows two existing tmem frontends, frontswap and 

cleancache. These two primary kernel memory types are impactful over memory allocati on pressure. These 

two methods are complementary to each other. The cleancache works on cleanly mapped pages which are 

reclaimed by the kernel. The frontswap works on anonymous pages which are to be swapped out by kernel. 

When cleancache_get executes successfully then disk read gets avoided. When frontswap_put executes 

successfully, a swap device read-write operation get avoided. The tmem is faster as compared to disk 

paging/swapping. But this method can't specify, now and again can't follow, and can't directly address [18]. 

Barr et al. [26] had designed a mechanism for speculative address translation. The author shows that 

the specific devices can raise latency through nested paging but the nested paging gives some performance 

penalty. While using huge pages, reduces the TLB misses frequency. But this method specifically applies 

because the hypervisor needs to control over guests physical address space permission. Speculative address 

translation allows the results of huge pages. But it requires the Special device named as SpecTLB [25]. 

Robert Love has introduced the techniques of Memory Zones, different page types and physical to virtual 
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translation technique. In this paper, the authors discussed various mechanisms of obtaining memory such as, 

Page allocators and the Slab allocators. To obtain the memory is not easy in the kernel because it depends on 

the allocation process which relies on certain conditions [26].  

Corbet et al. [6] have introduced special class of memory, which is not used by kernel directly. The 

author has introduced “Cleancache” and “Frontswaps” methods, which has properties like transcendent 

memory. The CleanCache method provides a place where it can store pages and removes them if the space 

requires by another process, if not then it keeps it around. The Frontswaps works as an emergency safety 

valve when guest requires too much memory to work with. However, it is transcendent memory type and 

memory cannot be used by kernel directly [3]. 

 

 

3. PROBLEM IDENTIFICATION 

Physical contiguous memory can be significant for different processing conditions such as low-end 

embedded systems and high-end devices [3], [13], [20], [21], [23], [25]–[27]. In any case, existing allocators 

all have various impediments. For instance, scatter/gather DMA and IOMMU like hardware-based 

arrangements increments the cost and power utilization, buddy system is useless in case of fragmentation. 

The reservation approaches decrease efficient memory usage and CMA is excessively slowest [2]. Along 

with the above-mentioned drawbacks of CMA, following are the other drawbacks in existing CMA in linux 

kernel. 

 

3.1.  Allocation failure 

CMA may fail to allocate contiguous memory due to mentioned facts: i) Large size allocation: It 

fails due to fragmentation in virtual memory; ii) Direct pinning: The movable pages may be pinned by any 

kernel thread for a while. The migration may get fail in case of movable pages that are already pinned by 

someone else while migrating him or her [1]. As a result, the pages needs to be unpinned as soon as possible, 

otherwise the contiguous allocation may get in virtual memory [32]; and iii) Indirect pin: If one movable 

page is dependant on an object, the object may increase reference counts of a movable pages for getting 

assurance the is it safe to use the page [1]. The page that has not been free to be used by contiguous 

allocation when a movable page needs get migrate for a contiguous memory allocation [22]. As a result, 

contiguous allocation may get fails. 

 

3.2.  High cost 
Contiguous memory allocation of CMA can have high cost due to Function overhead issue. When 

allocation is succeeded in physical memory it will be mapped with virtual contiguous memory and return to 

the CPU to use [9], [16]–[19]. This entire process causes function overhead and function overhead increases 

the high cost of the allocation process. 

 

 

4. PROPOSED METHOD 

The proposed approach resolves the drawbacks exists in the CMA this will guarantee the CMA 

allocation without failure. CMA requires physical contiguous memory as well as virtual contiguous memory 

because all the processes work in Linux on virtual memory addresses. We proposed that not all processes 

require virtually contiguous memory all the time. We observed a reson for the failure in existing CMA is 

mapping. This physical to virtual mapping also increases latency and allocation failure in existing CMA 

method. Therefore, we proposed the removal of mapping at the time of allocation of CMA memory and 

remap when it is required by process to work on virtual memory.  

We just need to remap specific amount of size form whole allocation when process required 

working on virtual memory as shown in Figure 3. It will be initiated through the design and development of 

proposed wrapper device driver for CMA allocation and redirect all the CMA call through that driver. The 

driver itself will be implemented in such a way that it will allocate/de-allocate and maintain memory from 

CMA reserved area and internally this driver will use the orginal API with our provided attribute. Our 

provided attribute is do not map physically contiguously allocated memory with virtual contiguous memory, 

but we will maintain allocated physical address so that form that range whenever virtual memory required. 

We can have base address and size of memory, which need to be remapped virually. Therefore, we propose 

to provide remap API in our driver to map it into virtual memory at the time of CMA allocation and when 

virtual memory is required from user/application. It will provide the interface to remap that allocated physical 

area to virtual area. 

The proposed method provides the implementation of CMA allocation and deallocation. It remaps 

the specific physical address and its size to mapped into virtual address. It resolves the allocation failure, 

which is drawback of exising CMA, and the time taken to find out the available virtual address space, which 
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indirectly increase the latency of allocation as shown in Figure 3. The proposed approach provides very good 

solution to all the existing CMA drawbacks and resolving all the failure and latency issues. The performance 

of proposed approach has been evaluated on one of the 32-bit ARM board, which is beagalbone black. 

Reserve CMA memory at boot time will be a same as existing CMA, but while allocating CMA, the 

memory will utilize the above-mentioned approach, i.e. the proposed new driver method and the driver will 

allocate CMA memory using DMA_KERNEL_NO_MAPPING attribute. It will not be mapped physical 

memory to virtual memory at the time of CMA allocation, but when application or the user of CMA required 

virtual memory, driver will provide the API to remap the physical memory to virtual at run time. Therefore, 

latency and allocation failure issues may be resolved in existing CMA through implementing 32-bit android 

device for this approach. The proposed driver can be developed with the help of this Beagle-bone Board. 

 

 

 
 

Figure 3. Proposed approach 

 

 

5. EXPECTED OUTCOMES 

  The expected outcomes are mentioned as: i) To reduce the latency and allocation failure issue in 

existing CMA by creating one driver in Linux kernel, which will be used to allocate and deallocate CMA 

memory; ii) When virtual memory (dereference pointer) is required, then only it will mapped with virtual 

memory (ultimately it will improve latency), otherwise the physical memory will be directly used by device 

without mapped to virtual memory; iii) By using DMA_KERNEL_NO_MAPPING attribute in DMA API, I 

will improve allocation failure issue; reduce workload of system to mapped and unmapped memory and latency 

issue in CMA; and iv) This solution will be useful in many applications like GPU/VPU for 4K Set Top box or 

Android TV, which requires large contiguous memory for performance and features with limited RAM. 

 

5.1. Proposed approach experiment on beagle bone black board for YouTube 4K video allocation and 

latency 

This paper is evaluating the latency probability of CMA and proposed approach using the 32-bit 

Beagle bone device with YouTube 4K video. When a YouTube 4K video played by 32-bit Beagle bone 

device generally allocates 128 CMA pages 600 times with kernel threads and keeping the allocated memory 

as more as it can to utilize it again for forthcoming buffer stream. Hence, only the first buffer stream of video 

played requires CMA allocation. For conducting this study, one may configure the system which releases a 

memory allocation for a 4K video very quickly against subsequent buffer stream. Without subsequent tasks, 

every configuration demonstrates a 4K video latency of about 16 s. There is no difference between the 

latencies of the videos played using the CMA and the proposed approach. Because the latency is dominated 

by the YouTube 4K video application, not by contiguous memory allocation. 

The expected evaluations are shown in Figure 4. In Figure 4(a), the CMA illustrates an extremely 

slower YouTube 4K video latency while the proposed approach has a much better latency. At its lowest, the 

CMA needs approx. 100 s to play a 4K video stream while a proposed approach requires 16 s. As mentioned 

in Figure 4(b), the latency of the proposed approach lies between 4 ms and 10 s, while that of the existing 

CMA lies between 900 ms and 550 ms in digital camera. This study suggests that contiguous memory 

allocation using the CMA gives very high and unpredictable latency in a real time application. 
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(a) 

 

 
(b) 

 

 Figure 4. Latency comparisions between existing contiguous memory allocation and proposed approach for 

(a) YouTube 4K video and (b) digital camera 

 

 

6. CONCLUSION 

The proposed approach will remove all the drawbacks of existing CMA such as, large size memory 

allocation failure, direct pinning issue, indirect pinning issue in linux kernel. This approach improves the 

latency of the CMA system in linux kernel. This approach will remove extra expenses of the hardware’s like 

scatter/gather DMA and IOMMU required to allocate contiguous memory in 32-bit devices. It will also 

overcome drawback of Buddy System has in fragmentation. Hence improved CMA will be supposed to give 

better results in those existing systems. This study will be help to resolve contiguous memory related issues 

in low end 32-bit devices in the future. 
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